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ABSTRACT

Weibullite from Falun, Sweden, is orthorhombic
a - 53.68(9), b = 4.11(1), c = 15'40(2) A,
space group Pnma, Z - 4. Its crystal structure
has been determined using 1186 independent re-
flections recorded with C\r Ko radiation and mul-
tiple-film packs. Eight Pb and Bi atoms are coor-
dinated by S (and S, Se) atoms in octahedral
coordination, whereas five other Pb and Bi atoms
have more irregular seven- and eight-fold coordi-
nations. Me(ll) is the site of up to one-third Ag
substitution. The ideal end-member compositioo
of weibirllite is Pb"Bie(S,Se)16 whereas the struc-
turally derived composition of Ago.g*Pbr.g"Bi.."r(S€u
Srz) is in good agreement with the microprobe anal-
ysis Ag6.saPbs.osBis.rssea.oes.lt.nr. The structure con'
sists of two types of blocks: one has a 7 x 2 atray
of metal atoms in octahedral coordinations, the
other a 6 x 2 array of metal atoms in irregular
coordinations, aligned along [001] and [l0O]. A
distorted trigonal prism Me(4) occupies a position
between the two blocks. and the overall struc-
tural arrangement thus formed represents a higher
CaFezOa or galenobismutite homologue.

Keywords; weibullite, Falun, Sweden, lead-bismuth-
selenium sulfosalt, galenobismutite homologues,
lillianite homologues.

Sorr,rruernB

La weibullite de Falun (SuAde) est orthorhom-
biqtrc, Pnma, avec a 53.68(9\, b  .ll(t), c 15.40
Q) L, Z - 4. On en a d6termin€ la structure
cristalline, sur 1186 -r6flexions ind6pendantes enre-
gistr6es en radiation Cu Ko sur films multiples.
De 14 atomes Pb et Bi, huit sont entourds d'atomes
S ou (S,Se) en coordination octaEdrique, et cing
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autres ont une coordination 7 ou 8 plus irr6gu-
lidre. La position Me(ll) est occup6e par Ag
iusqu'b concurrence de Ys. I* p6le weibullite de
la solution solide a pour composition PbuBie(S,Se)t;
la composition d6duite de la structure, Agu.3rPb5.st
Bis.eq(Seesu), s'accorde avec celld que donne I'ana-
lyse l la microsonde, Ago.azPbs.ogBia.s5So6.6sS11.e2. La
structure comporte des blocs de deux types: dans
l'un. 7 x 2 atomes en coordination octa6drique'
dans I'autre, 6 x 2 atomes en coordination irr6-
eulidre, sont align6s suivant [001] et [100] respecti-
vement. Un prisme trigonal difforme Me(4) se
trouve entre les deux blocs; l'arrangement struc-
tural ainsi form6 repr6sente un homologuo sup6-
rieur de CaFeO+ ou de la galenobismutite.

(Traduit Par la R6daction)

Mots-clAsi weibullite, Falun, Suide, sulfosel de
plornb, bismuth et s6l6nium, homologue ds l1 gale-

nobismutite, homolo€uo de la lillianite.

INtnoPucrtoN

Most specimens of seleniferous lead-bismuth
sulfosalts from Falun, Sweden are closely inter-
grown mixtures of chemically related 6inerals,

all of which have 'generally similar physical

characteristics. The old chemical analyses of

these minerals usually are misleading because,

of necessity, they were carried out on gram

amounts of material, which in most cases rep-

resented such mixtures' A nomenclature has

now been established for three of the Falun

minerals (Mumme1980+, it+etaiqsthe old names

weibullite (Flink 1910) and wittite (Iohans'

son 1924) for two, and introduces the new

name nordstdmite for the third (accqrted
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by the Commission on New Minerals and Min-
eral Names, I.M.A. in December 1978). The
present paper describes the results of a crystal-
structure analysis of weibullite as defined in
that nomenclature.

ExPERIMENTAL

The crystal of weibullite used in this analysis
was isolated from a Falun specimen, BSF
1753, originally obtained from Dr. S. Solver,
Bergskolan (Filipstad) by Dr. S. Karup-M6ller,
who then kindly made some of the specimen
available for study here. The precise unit-sell
parameters, a 53.68(9), b 4.l l( l), c 15.40(2)
A, were derived by refining Guinier powder
X-ray data internally calibrated with KCI (a
6.929 A), and indexed with the aid of the
Weissenberg films. These cell parameters may
be compared with the values obtained by Johan
& Picot (1976) from data obtained using Debye-
Scherrer methods (53.8, 4.068, 15.39 A, res-
pectively).

The systematic absences of the lr0l, hll and
ft2l Weissenberg films recorded about the short
(4 A) axis, namely, hlc\, h * 2n; Okl, k + t
* 2n, defined the space-group alternative as
Pnma and Pn2o, Reflections with & = 0,2 have
the same dis'tribution of intensity, which indi-
cates that all atoms in the structure are in
planes normal to D, separated by half the repeat
distance of 4 A; thus the atoms occupy the
positions 4(a),4(b) and 4(c) of the centrosym-
metric. space group Pnma.

Many crystal fragments were investigated,
but only one small, irregular fragment ( - O.02
x O.03 x O.O7 mm) was isolated that gave
relatively sharp reflections. An attempt to use
an automatic Stoe diffractometer to obtain a
set of data from it was not successful because
of the low count rates encountered owing to the
small size of the crystal. Thus, intensity data
were collected using an integrating Weissenberg
camera, multiple-film packs and Cu Ka ra-
diation. A much smaller integration range than
usual 'rras set, to eliminate the overlap of high-
angle reflections, which made intensity measure-
ment impracticable when the normal range for
film measurement was used.

A linear absorption-coeffisient of. ca. 1494
cm-r was deduced; owing to the impossibility
of measuring a detailed crystal-shape, the ab-
sorption correction applied was simply that of
a thin rectangular prism bounded by six surfaces.

Corrections for absorption were performed
with the program ABSNTST (Blount 1965).
Because of the large number of reflections
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involved and the necessity for visual measure-
ment, agreement between equivalent reflestions
in the Weisenberg films, after correction for
absorption, was estimated using fifty reflections
from each level. The discrepancy between the
equivalent reflections (averaged overall) was
only 5.5Vo, in reasonable agreement with the
assumption of rotational sy,mmetry about [010].

Srnucruns DstsnM,rNetroN AND Rnrrxer,rsNt

Determination

This investigation was commenced before
Johan & Picot (1976) published their chemical
data and when the probe data of Karup-M/ller
(1970) were the only reliable analyses available.
An analysis of weibullite from BSF 1753 was
also performed here by electron-probe micro-
analysis; the fragment used was confirmed as
weibullite from zero-level Weissenberg data col'
lected about its 4 A axis.

Apart from a lower Pb content, this analysis
agrees reasonably well with Karup-M@ller's
average analysis and also confirms the presence
of Ag: KM, Karup-Mpller, av. of three: Cu 0.1,
Pb 3O.8, Ag 0.8, Bi 47.53, Se 11.63, S 10.3O;
M, Mumme: Pb 28.33, Ag 0.96, Bi 48.04, Se
12.83, S 10.28. On the other hand, the analyses
of Johan & Picot (1976) gave a significandy
higher Se content; more notably, they reported
As in the mineral, but no Ag: J & P, Johan &
Picot, av. of two: Pb 28.95, Bi 46.7, Se 15.3,
S 9.7, As 0.4.

Assuming the monoclinic unit cell of Peacosk
& Berry ((9+.t-) (now known to be the unit cell for
nordstrdmite: Mumme 1980), Karup-Mpller's
average analysis agrees best with the formula
BiePbaSeSee (Z - 2),. However, volume rela-
tionships with proudite (Mumme 1976), based
on Karup-M@ller's chemical data, and the cor-
rect, larger, orthorhombic unit-cell indrcate that
the formula would -be closer to BiePbr(S,Se)"
(Z = 4). As Karup-M/ller's analyses and ours
had both detected the presence of. Ag (Yz to
lVo by weight) it was anticipated that the
structure would contain an atom site that had
a significant partial occupancy by silver. Up to
one-third occupancy was zuggested by the
chemisal analyses resorded.

Because of the short repeat-distance of .4
A, the strusture solution was initially attem[tted
using only the h0l data, from which a Patterson
projection p (u, O, w) was calculated. Both of
the selenium-bearing bismuth-lead sulfosalts
junoite and proudite (Mumme 1975, 1976)
had previously been determined to have struc-
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Fro. 1. Asymmetric unit of weibullite drawn with 5OVo probability ellip-
soids. This ORTEP drawing is a projection along a direction close to
t0I0l.

tures containing Pb$type fragments, and it was
anticipated that this would also be the case in
the structure of weibullite. Furthermote, the
"predictive" classification of Tak6uchi & Sada-
naga (1969) supported this premise. The starting
model for the structure, which was supported
by examination of the Patterson projection, in-
corporated a pair of edge-shared octahedra
related by a centre of symmetry as part of a
larger Pb$type fragment. From the very basic
model most of the atomic positions were deter-
rnined by reiteration of structure-factor and
electron-density calculations using the h0l data.
Three-dimensional Fourier calculations were
then carried out until finallv all the atoms were
located.

Relinement

Atomic positions were refined with a local
version of the least-squares-refinement program
ORFLS (Busing et al. 1962), using the weight-
ing scheme of Cruickshank et al. (1961).
Neutral-atom scattering curves were employed
(Cromer & Waber 1965), and anomalous dis-
persion conections were made for lead and
bismuth in the final stages. The average scatter-
ing-curve I t(2S + Se)/31 was initially used for
the nonmetal atoms and an average of Pb and
Bi for the metals.

The asymmetric unit of weibullite, as finally
determined and shown in Figure I, contains 32
atom sites: 14 heavy-metal atom sites designated
Me(l") to Me(14), and 18 sulfur-selenium
atom sites, all located in special positions of the
space group Pnma. Once the correct atom-posi-
tions were established, refinement using average
scattering-factors and isotropic temperature-fac-
tors proceeded smooth]y to give an R of O.16.
At this stage a detailed study of the Fourier syn-
thesis showed that S(4), S(5), 5(6), S(7),
S (8 ) ,  S (9 ) ,  S (1o ) ,  S (11 )  and  S (14 )  a l l  had

higher maxima than the other nonmetal sites,
whereas Me(11) had a significantly lower maxi-
mum than the otler metals. Compositions based
on I S,Se - 18 were derived for the above
three analyses, and then were calculated to be
Ago.aeCuo.oePbu.rtBit.ttSeo.t.Str.aa (KM), Pbr.osBie.ro
Aso.rsSez.ogSro."z (J & P) and Ago.*rPb".oeBir'ruSe..o,
Slr.* (M). For KM, 2Me is 0.78 higher than
the structurally derived value of 14, whereas for
J & P it is 0.71 lower. For M,2Me - 13.96.
Thus, of the three formulae, the one recorded
here is the most consistent with structural fea-
tures, presumably because it is obtained from a
fragment adjacent to the crystal used in the
strusture analysis. If the six selenium atoms
are assumed to be ordered in the anion sites
mentioned above, each containing (2/s Se, y3 S),
and if - (y3 Ag, 2/e Pb+Bi) in the structure
is ordered in Me(Il), the variations in the elec-
tron densities are readily explained and the
resulting structural formula, Ago.r"Pb".utBi..r"
(Seo,Srz), compares favorably with the formula
derived from the analytical data.

With this ordering scheme and the addition
of an anomalousdispersion correction, the R
value was reduced from 0.16 to 0.14. Three
more cycles with individual anisotropic temper-
ature-factors reduced the R value to 0.12,
at which stage parameter shifts were less than
one-third their esds (Table 1). Observed and
calculated structure factor may be obtained
from the Depository of Unpublished Data'
CISTI, National Research Council of Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0S2.

Mnrar. PosrrloNs AND THE SunsrrruttoNs

Metal positions

A survey of the bond lengths (Table 2) shows
that Me(i), Me(S), Me(6), Me(1), Ue(8),
Me(12) and Me(IA) all have bonds less than
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TAELE lA. ATolllc PARAiETERS, ISOTROP|C At{D ANtSOTROptC TE|,|PERATURE FACTORS FOR UEIS,LL|TE
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bonds set
though it

2J9 A and [1 +2] shortest bonds, set apart
from the remaining longer bonds; these are,
therefore, most probably the Bi-atom sites.
On the other hand Me(4), with no bond shorter
than 3.O2 A and Me (13), with no bond shorter
than 296 Ao are most probably the sites of
two of the Pb atoms in the structure. Among
the remaining positions, Me(3) has bond dis-
tances less than 2.80 A and an octahedral
coordination in which there are three shorter

apart from three longer bonds. Al-
does not have a usual [f2] confi-

Me(14) more definite, Me(3) less definitel
have been established for Bi indicates that
Me(l), Me(9) and Me(1,0) may all be Pb.

However, besause the esds of the bond lengths
in this structure are appreciable, Pb-Bi ambi-
guity or statistical replacement in several of
the above-mentioned sites must be acknowl-
edged. For example, the Me(9)-S(16) bond of
2.87 (xl) A, with Me(9)-S(13) equal to 2.81
(x2) A, may be interpreted as indicating Pb,
Bi disorder on that site. Similarly, the confi-
gurations ot Me(10) (and its high B) and
Me(2), together with the large tlermal motion
observed for S(7), may also be interpreted as
resulting from Pb-Bi substitution in those two
sites.

Selenium ordering

Additional difficulty in distinguishing the
BiSs groups in this structure is due to selenium
ordering. In weibullite, selenium replacement of
up to two-thirds is indicated in S(4), S(5),
S (6 ) ,  S (7 ) ,  S (8 ) ,  S (9 ) ,  S (10 ) ,  S (11 )  and
S(14). The ionic radius of Se'- is 1.98 A,

guration, it most probably is Bi.
Me(L) has two relatively short bonds [2.80

4l anA four long bonds [2.86, 2.91, 3.ol(Z)
Al, Me(9\ has two shorter bonds t2.81(2) Al
and four long bonds 12.83(2), 2.87, 3.L3 N
and Me(lO) has a configuration of three short
and four long bonds, but with no bonds shorter
than 2.82 A. Except f.or Me(lO), which has a
fairly typical Pb coordination-configuration, these
last three sites are more difficult to categorize.
The fact that eight probable sites [Me(2),
Me(5) ,  Me(6) ,  Me(1) ,  Me(8) ,  Me(12) ,
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TABLE IB.  THERIIAL AI{D DISORDER ELLIPSOIDS IN UEIUJLLITE
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90

90
t66  ( t5 )
104 (t5)

90
t5 l  ( r8 )
I t 9  ( r 8 )

r75 (r0)
90
95 (10)

t7 r  ( r9 )
90
8t  (19)

t09 Q9l
19 125,
90

90
r44 (?r)
r26 (2t)

i l  ( t4)
t0

r2l (r l t)

94 (19)
9o

t76  ( t9 )

r52  ( t6 )
62 lt6l
90

90
75 (zzl

166 (2?l

e7 ( l t)
90

17, ugl

90
62 ( t4 )

r52  (14)

66 (251
156 (251
90

34 (2r',1
90

r2l{. l2tl

90
63 (1q)

r5 ,  ( t8 )

32 l20l
122 l20l
90

90
76 (tr)

t66 (t t)

90
6r  ( t8 )

t5 r  ( r8 )

85 (to)
90

175 (10)

8r  ( t9 )
90
9 (te)

te Q'l
71 lzsl
90

s8

0
90
90

90
0
90

90
0
90

90
90
0

0
90
90

9o
0
90

0
90
90

90
90
0

9o
0
90

0
90
90

90
90
0

0
90
90

0
90
90

90
0
9o

90
0
90

90
90
0

sr6

compared with 1.84 A for S'- (Shannon &
Prewitt 1969). The covalent-bond radius re-
ported by Pauling (1960) also differs by about
the same amount: Se'- is l.l7 A compared
with 1.04 A for S'-. The effect of the larger
size of selenium is reflected in the bond lengths

observed in the selenides BLSe" and PbSe.
Atabaeva et aL. (1973) reported that in bis-
muthinite-type orthorhombic Bifea, the Bi-Se
bond distances for M(L') ate 2.85, 2.92(x2),
3.26(x2), 3.13 and 3.54 A, compared with
2.63, 2.62(xZ), 3.06(x2), 3.05 and 3.47 A in
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TABLE 2. BOND LEiIGTHS AiID AI{GLEs Iil UEISJTLITE

In te ra td t l c  d lg tEnceg Bond engles

s(5)-r, te(S)-s(n) 88.8
s( r ) - i le (8 ) -s ( i l )  90 .3
s(5)- i le(8)-s(r) 89,2
s( l ) - t te ($) -311; t t  33 .5
s(5)-r, le(8)-s(5) '  93.2
s( l ) -ne(8) -s ( l ) r  89 .0
s(5) -ne(8) -s (1)  91 .9

s(13) - i le (9 ) -s (6)  roz .8
s(14) - l re (9) -s (6)  83 .1
s( t3 ) - i le (9 ) -s ( r6 )  82 , t
s ( r l ) - M e ( 9 ) - s ( r 6 )  9 r . 6
s(13) - t te (9) -s ( t3 ) ,  94 .  I
s(r lr)- i le(9)-s(l tr),  93.0
s(r3)-f ,re(9)-s(r4) 86. r

s (14) - io ( t0 ) -s ( tA)  79 .0
s (r2)-r, to(r0)-s(18) 82.0
s ( 1 4 ) - H e ( 1 0 ) - s ( t 4 ) r  g t . t '
s (12)- i le (I0) -s (12)'  90.s
s (12)-tte(to) -s (t4) 90.8

s(r8)-!re (r3)-s (14, 19.7
s(16) -He(13) -s ( r4 )  86 . t r
s (18) - l t€( l  3) -s (18)'  88.0
s (16) - ie(r3) -s(t6), 86.r1
s (r8)-r,re(r3)-s(16) 9t .  I

s (16) - i l€ ( r l ) -s ( r3 )  85 .0
s (13) - ie(t4)-s (13)" 78.6
s (16)-1,1r (14) -s (16)'  89.0
s(13)  - i le ( t l ) -s (1 ,  I  8 l . t l
s (r3) -ns(r0)-s (161 92.5

89.9
96.2
83.9
89.5
86.3
91t.6
8g.z

88.7
88.6
89.5
91.2
87.\
92.7
89.9

90.5
89.9
87.9
, 1 . 6
87.7
96. r
88. I

8 r . 6
72,7
7 7 . 1
85.7
92.7

9 \ .2
9 l  . l
87.\
87.3
92.7
90.3
86.2

s( l ) -ne( l ) -s (5 )
s (6) -lte (r ) -s (5)
s ( l )  -ne  (1  ) -s  (2 )
s (6) -r{e (t ) -s (2)
s ( 1 ) - n e ( t ) - 5 1 1 1 t
s (6) -ne( l ) -s (6 , ) '
s ( r ) -ne( l ) -s (6 )

l let -55
-s5
-sl
-s2

2.86(11) r  1
2.80(3) x 2
, . 01 (51  x  2
2.91 (6)  x I

l.le8-Sl l
s5
sl
s l l

2.77$l x '1
2.83ltl \ 2
2.9tl5l x 2
2 .94($)  x  1

s( r2 ) - i le (11) -s (8)  7 r .5
s (1S) -re(r |  )-s (8) 69.4
s (r2) -t le(1 l)  -S (14' 82.3
s  (15) - i le ( l  1 ) -s (15) '  84 .3
s( r2 ) -na(1  |  ) -s  ( t5 )  83 .9

s( t7 ) - i le ( rz ) -s ( r2 )  90 .  I
s(18)- i le(r2)-s(1zl 82.3
s (17) -ne (12) -s (17) 96.4
s (18)- l i te (12)-s(18) 89.6
s (17) -fe(12) -s (18, 93,2

s (2) -|!re (2) -s (6)
s (7) -ne (2) -s (6)
s (2) -ne (2) -s (3)
s (7) {e (2) -s (3)
s (2) -tte (2) -5 121t
s (7) -tle (z) -5 171 '
s (2) -r,te (2) -s ( 7)

s (3)-re (3) -s (7)
s (8) -ile (3) -s (7)
s (3) -t'te (3) -s (4)
s (8) -r.te (3) -s (lr)
s (3) -lle (3) -s (3),
s (8) -ie (3) -s (8),
s (3) -ne (3) -s (8)

s (4) -ile (4) -s (8)
s (15) -ne (4) -s (8)
s (tt) -ne (l) -s (tr) r

s (15) - i le (q) -t  (  t5),
s (4) -r,te (4) -s (15)

s (9) -ne (5) -s ( r5)
s (lr) -r,rs (5) -s ( t 5)
s (9) -ile (5) -s (3)
s (4)-re (5) -s (3)
s (9) -re (51 -s 191,
s (4) -ne (5) -s (9)
s (4) -re ( l)  -s (4),

ile2-S6 2.78({) x r
s2 2.98(51 x 2
s7 2.84(4) x 2
s3 2.95(5) x I

t{et-s7 2,95(4) x I
s8  2 .76( l )  x  2
s, 2.97$l x 2
s,r 2.99(4) x I

f,le5-S15 2.59(6) x I
s9 2.84(4) x 2
s !  3 .01(3)  x  2
s3 2.99(5) x r

t{e7-910 2.7E(3) x t
si l  2.83(3) x 2
s2 z.9tl5, x z
st 2.95(8) x t

t le9-56 3.13(4) x 1
s t3  2 .81(6)  x  2
s l4  2 .83(3)  x  2
s t 6  2 . 8 7 ( 1 1 ) x  r

l fel t-S8 3.22(7, x 1
srz 3.12(5, ,  2
s l5  3 .06(5)  x  2
s 4  3 . l l ( 4 )  x  I
s l7  2 .8 { (5 )  x  l

l le l0-Sl8 2.82(5) x I
s 1 4  3 . 1 4 ( f )  I  2
s l z  2 .89 (4 )  x  2
s7  3 . t 9 (5 )  *  2

2.77$ l  x  r
2 .16(31 \  z
2.92(i x z
3 .27$ l  x  t
\ .26('  \  2

2.97(61 '
? . * l3 l  ,
3.00(5) x
3.76('  x
,.27(4) "

,re6-s9 2.77(5) r I
sto 2.87(3) x 2
s3 2.98(5) x z
sz 3.03(6) :  I

lte4-S8 3.02(5) x I
s4 3.30(3) x 2
s ts  3 .02(5)  x  z
sU 3 .24(3)  x  2

s(f0)- i te(6)-s(91 gz.g
s(3) - i le (6 ) -s (9)  89 .0

s( lo ) - i le (6 ) -s (z )  90 . r
s(3)- i lg(6) -s (2) 87.e

s( to ) - i le (6 ) -s (10) ,  9 r .3
s( r0 ) - i re (6) -s (3 '  90 .7
s(3) - l te (6 ) -s (3) ,  87 .3

s( r t ) - l te (7 ) -s ( ro )  93 .8
s (2)- i le (7)-s (ro) gr. r

s ( l l ) - i le (7 ) -s ( r )  8g .o
s(2) -ne(7) -s ( r )  4 .9

s( i l ) -He(7) -S( i l ) ,  93 .3
s(2) - i le (7 ) -s (z ) '  gZ . l

s( i l )- lre(7)-s(2) 8g.z

2 .59 (9 )  x  I
2 . 9?$ ,  x  2
, . t 'Q '  ,  2
3 .62 ( f )  x  I
3 . 44 (3 )  r  t

tle | 2-51 2
s r7
s t8
s9
s t0

l lel3-Sltt
s r8
s l6
sr0
sil

l l e l4 -S l  3
s15
s t 3 ,
s t t
s5

Estlm€t€d 3tandard devlsttons for bond angles ls 0./o.

Bi,S, (Kuptik & Vesel6-Nov6kov6 1970). For
M(2), the comparable borlds are 2.85, 2.84(x2),
2.95(x2, and 3,41(x2) A in BLSes and 2.58,
2.74(x2), 2.95(x2) and 3.41(x2) A in Bi,S,.
In PbSe, the Pb--Se bond distances are 3.O7 A
compared with Pb-S bond distances of 2.82 A
in PbS. Significant increases in some of the
metal-anion bonds must therefore be expected
in weibullite because of the selenium ordering,
and this also adds to the difficulty experienced
in defining the metal ordering more accurately
than is discussed above.

Ag substitution

Me(ll) had a sigaificantly smailer md(imum
in the final Fourier synthesis than the other
metal atoms. Isotropic refinement with full
occupancy of an average (Bi,Pb) atom resulted
in Me(ll) having a much higher isotropic tern-
perature factor'(7.17 A'; tnan any of the other
metals except Me(10). which was 6.O5 A'
(Table l). Isotropic refinement with Me(Il)
containing 0.33 Ag + 0.67 (Bi,Pb) resulted
in a reduction of its temperature factor to 5.40
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s't5

Ftc. 2. The Me(lt) (r/sAg, z/zPb * Bi) metal-
coordination polyhedra in the crystal structure
of weibullite. The thermal vibration and disorder
ellipsoids (see text) are drawn at the SOVo
probability level using ORTEP (Johnson 1965).
View is along a.

At, which is closer to the average, but with only
a marginal improvement of the R value (0.124
to 0.120). The isotropic temperature-factor
of. Me(lO) remained about the same at 6.04
ff. No peaks that would correspond to a Ag
occupancy of interstitial sites in the structure
were found in any of the Fourier syntheses or
in a difference-Fourier map calculated at this
stage. The results of the isotropic refinement,
the overall chemical composition and the ab-
sence of interstitial Ag anywhere in the structure
tend to support the idea that the Ag substitution
is almost entirely incorporated it Me(ll).

The results of the anisotropic refinement
(Table 1, Fig. 2) also seem consistent with
Ag substitution in Me(lL). In contrast to all
the other metal atomso the thermal motion ellip-
soid possessed by Me(11) is extremely oblate,
with its main axis almost parallel to a. This
reflects a positional disorder of metal atoms
consistent with a statistical occupancy of Ag
and Pb (and possibly Bi). S(8) also displays
a large oblate ellipsoid with its long axis again
almost parallel to c,' S(4), S(12), 5(16) and
S(17) all display more uniform thermal motion
ellipsoids.

If the r.m.s. displacement of Me(11), S(8)
and S(15) is considered to contribute towards
closer interactions between these atoms, the
coordination of the deviated metal-atom would
be a predominantly three-fold one, with dis-
tances of the order of.23 A for Me(11)-S(8)
and 2.7(x2) A for Me(11)-S(15) (av.
2.6 A), consistent with three-fold pyra^midal
Ag. If the two longer bonds of 2.9 A for

Me(lt)-S(|2\ are included, the coordination
of the deviated metal is five-fold pyramidal.

The metal atoms at r.m.s. displacement from
the mean Me(ll) towards S(4) and S(17)
would have distances of about 2,4 and 2.7 A
to the mean sulfur positions. These would be

smaller (approximatelv 2.2 and 2.6 A) if the
sulfur displacements were also considered. This
coordination is two-fold with a bond angle of
only - 100', which is improbable because it
is much lower than any previously observed
for two-fold Ag.

As silver is the only element substituting in
the structure of the weibullite from BSF 1753'
the basic substitution mechanism must be by
the valency accommodation Ag + Bi e 2Pb.
The "best fit" structural formula derived by
refinement, Ago.raPbs.raBir.rr(S,Se)tt, requires
that some disorder of Pb and Bi occurs in'the
structure. The overall metal-ordering arrange-
ment discussed above, the lengths of the mean
Me(Ll)-anion bonds (2.83-3.22 A, which con-
form with norrnal Pb-S distances) and the
coordinations of the r.m.s. deviated metal-sites
suggest that, conceivably, such substitution
occurs entirely in Me(ll ). Also, because the
Me(ll) site is so similar to the Bi(2) site in
galenobismutite (see later discussions), and .in
view of the r.m.s. shifts observed, the site
must surely accommodate some Bi. On the
other hand, a substitution in Me(ll) of' only
Ag (for Pb) requires that an additional re-
plicement of Pb by Bi must occur in a site
adlacent to Me(ll) in order to maintain the
local valence-balance.

A general formula ApPbrBi,(S,Se)rs may.be
propoied for weibullite, in which the condition
;-; - 8 must hold if the total number of metil
atoms is 14, i,e,, Ag"Pbo-z"Bie+"(S,Se)re. The
formula, based on (S * Se) : 18, which was
derived from our microprobe data, is in good

agreement with 2Me = 14, but the bismuth/
silver ratio is slightly higher, and the Pb content
slightly lower than is required by the above
total metal/total sulfur * selenium ratio. These
discrepancies probably reflect only the inac-
curacy of the microprobe analysis.

Alternative interpretations of the chemical
and structural results would include such for-
mulae as Ago.noPbu.rBia.no(S,Se) t. and Ago'aaPbr
Bir.ur(S,Se)r.. The first of these conforms to the

requirements of the general formula described
above but tends to weight the Pb and Bi anal-
yses more favorably and to imply- that the
measured Ag content is low for the crystal
analyzed. The second formula is an'example
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Frc' 3. The full crystal-structure of weibullite drawn as an assemblage of octahedra and other coordina-
tion polyhedra. The shaded portions indicate fragnents of the regular (undeformed) PbS-type structure.
Hatched circles are at y = 3/t, oprut circles at ! = r/a, Medium circles Pb, Bi; large circles S; significant
Se replacement is in heavy outline. Projection onto (010). The distorted trigonal prisms (l) and glide/
twin planes (B), discussed in the text, are indicated on the diagram.

of the result achieved if a charge balance is
maintained without the restriction that 2Me =
14 but only closely approaches it. It also agrees
reasonably well with the analytical data but in
this sase implies some metal vacancies in the
structure. The complexity of the structuren ex-
perimental errors and the negligible response
of the R value to such modeling have mide it
impossible for us to differentiate between com-
positions as close together as these.

STRUCTUNET, ANP CHTUTCAL RELATIONSHIPS
OF WEIBULLITE

General structural leatures

The crystal structure of weibullite com-
prises two types of elongate blocks, both
of which are parallel to (001). One of them
is a block of littledeformed, regular galena-
like structure, with all the metal atoms in
octahedral coordination, such that [110]rus cor-
responds with [0l0]*"ru"une arrd its long boundary
is parallel to (lll)uo". The other type contains
Pb and Bi atoms in much more irregular co-
ordinations. However, it may be regarded as
a fragment of deformed galena-like structure,
again with lll0lprs parallel to [010]*"rromt, but
in this case its long boundary is parallel to
(100)'0" (compare the orientation of the octa-
hedra in both blocks, Fig. 3). Both blocks
contain 14 metal atoms in 7 x 2 arravs. and
because of their alignment and the aclion ot

the z glides, the blocks regularly alternate with
each other along both [001] and tl0ol (Fig. 3).
The octahedral fragment has the overall com-
losition MetnS"e and the other has the com-
position MeuSu, with 22 of the sulfur atoms
in common between them. In the deformed
galena fragment, only Me(9) is octahedral;
Me(12), Me(13), Me(14) approach square
pyra'midal coordination, whereas Me(4), Me(10)
and Me(|l ) approach trigonal prismatic co-
ordinatiori.

Structural relationships with the lillianite
homologues

Of the minerals with similar chemistry,
weibullite does relate to cosalite in that they
both contain large blocks of octahedral frag-
ments (Weitz & Hellner 1960, Srikrishnan &
Nowacki 1974). The octahedral fragments in
cosalite are less extensive than those in wei-
bullite; furthermore they are joined by single
ribbons of octahedra. Ttie most closely adjacent
octahedral blocks in both structures are dis-
oriented with respect to each other because of
the action of the glide planes. In contrast, the
copper-containing lead-bismuth seleniferous
sulfosalts junoite (Mumme 1975) and proudite
(Mumme 1976) have continuous ribbons of
octahedra forming the basis of their structuresn
very similar to the members of the pavonite
homologous series with low NP values (Mako-
vicky et al. 1977), in which adjacent ribbons
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(or slabs when wider) also have identisal
orientations.

However, the structure of weibullite is much
more readily related to the structures of the
lillianite homologous series (Makovicky &

Karup-Mflller 1977) but with the mirror twin-
ning replaced by glide reflections (c1., calcium
ferrl-ite 

^Caf'e,On, 
Hyde et al, 1974). In wei-

bullite, Me(4), a distorted, asymmetrical trigonal
prism, occupies a position comparable with that
iccupied ty tne symmetrical lligona! prism - in

a lillianite Lomologue, NL or Nt'"'tr, but in this
case it resides between a regulal, galena-like
block and a dimensionally related, deformed
galena block. With this representation (Fig.
l1 ttre regular galena block is 7 x 2, whereas
the other is 6 x 2. Because of the dimensions
of the regular block, the skeleton of the crystal
structure of weibullite obtained by leaving out
the deformed galena block is best allied to the
member of the lillianite homologous series, latr,

i.e., the number with chain length 14 and with
compositions TMeuS$ (Z = 4) for which- the
unsubstituted Pb-Bi end-member is Bi:PbrsSre
and the maximum Ag-substituted end-member
is AgdisPbSre. Based on the average octahedral
dimensions I p 5,7 and w n 4.15 A in hey-
rovskyite and the unit-cell relationships in
Makovicky (1977), a - 13.69 and c = 55.29
A for the lillianite member r4L. If. we take a

FALUN, swEDBN 9

paronite/benjaminite average dimension of /

- 5.3 and w - 4.075 A, then a -- 13'32 and'

c = 51.89 L (c1., weibullite, a = 53'68 and

c = 15.40 A). Despite all approximations-''
drooo of weibuliite is therefore in quite good

agreement with the mean calculated value of

d.ooot for taL.

Approximate CaFezOe or galenoblsmutite
homologues

The relationship between the structures of

cosalite and galenobismutite and the structures

tvpical of the lillianite series has been dis-

cuised by Makovicky (1977). He pointed out

that cosalite fulfills the chemical requirements
of the 3L member of the lillianite homologous
series Pbo,-rBirS"*, in the same way that gale-

nobismutite PbBizSa corresponds with 'L' How-

ever, although cosalite and galenobismutite both

incorporate large units of the polyhedra com-

orisini the lillianite structure (namely, trigonally
prismitic coordinated lead atoms with adia-

tent BiS, pyramids and PbS. octahedra),.the
need to aciommodate the long Bi-S interactions
(lone pairs) of the more abundant Bi atoms'

and otler coordination properties of Pb and Bi

discussed by Makovicky, leads instead to the

formation of two new structure-tyPes.
Weibullite forms in the chemical series (Fig'

4 ) :

.l' ULLIANM HO|VCOEJES

Frc. 4. The compositioual plot Ae-Bi-Pb showing tfte- field PbBirSJ -- 
AgBiS, - PbS ;d the relaiionship of weibullite (solid circle) t9 mel-nbels
of-thi iillianite homologous series. unsubstituted and tully substituted end-

' 
members for weibullite, cosalite and lillianirc are depicted'

14e<r\>o 
\

\ 

*wqowe"
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Minerat End members
2
2%
3

galenobisrnutite
weibullite
cosalite

PbBisSarug.ng(s,se)rz 
: tEy#X#S'*'""

lillianite
homologues

4 lillianite
5
etc.

PbaBizSo
PbaBizSr

AsFbBisSo
Agrv"PbBis%Sz

/-:sr

(---

4 _

Ftc.. 5. The crystal structures of (a) calcium ferrite CaFerOr, (b) galenobismutite pbBirs4 and (c) litlia-
nite PbsBirSr, proiected onto (010). Calcium ferriie and galenobiJmutite both have siructural'arrange-
ments that are closely related to.the, linkage patterns in lillianite homologues. Weibullite (Fig. 3) is-a
higher-CaFerOa or galenobismutite homologue; compare the position oitrigonal prisms,'gtlOe ptanes
and reflection planes.
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Weibullite occupies the position intermediate
between galenobismutite and cosalite and, simi-
larly to them, does not represent a full hoqol-
ogue of lillianite. Instead, a close relationship
exists between calcium ferrite (CaFezOa) and
the two lead-bismuth sul.fosalts, galenobismutite
and weibullite. In all tlree phases, the mirror
plane oharacteristic of the lillianite series is
replaced by a glide; the symmetrical trigonal
prism in lillianite is replaced by an asymme-
trical one, and two kinds of structural blocks
occur in the structure. The relationship between
the structures of the (approximate) CaFezOe
ot galenobismutite homologues thus formed and
those of the lillianite series is illustrated in
Figure 5. The calcium ferrite structure-type
(CaFe,Oa) and galenobismutite (PbBi,Se) are
seen to be slightly different forms of an -'L,
both with (1 x 2) blocks on either side of the
glides. Weibullite is clearly seen to be a pro-
gression from galenobismutite, which contains
two differently sized blocks (7 x 2 and 6 x 2).

Whereas the structural trend from galeno-
bismutite to weibullite is not sustained with
the structure of cosalite, the formation of other
phases intermediate to galenobismutite and
weibullite (for example), which represent
CaFesOe or galenobismutite homologues' will
depend critically on two factors: (1) a struc-
tural balance between the lengths of a regular
galena block and a deformed galena block which
occur in galenobis,mutite and weibullite (c1.,
also vernier structures, Hyde et al. 1974); (2)
the requirement of attendant chemical compo-
sitions that conform with balanced charges.

Possible compositions of these intermediate
phases may be derived from a consideration of
the recent description and discussion of the
cannizzarite structure by Matzat (1979). Two
different statistical substructures of cannizzarite
were determined by ll4atzat (1972), The com-
position of I was (Pb,Bi)r$ (i.e., MezS); that
of B was (Pb,Bi)4S6 (i,e., MenS'), The cell di-
mensions of the sublattices are (A): a 4.31, b
4.09,  c  15.48 A,  0 98.56 '  and (B) :  a7.o3,  b
4.O9, c 15.46 A, I 98.00q, values which ale
very close to those originally derived by Graham
et al. (1953). The structure of cannizzarite as
determined by Matzat consists of two sets of
alternating layers. One is a double octahedral
layer (B) similar to the octahedral block in
weibullite but which extends continuously, with-
out disruption, in cannizzarite. The other, (.r4),
a double layer of metal atoms with irregular
coordinations, is similar to the deformed galena
block in weibullite. Weibullite is composed of
the critically sized segments of the cannizzarile
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structure (those sandwiched between the glide
planes) which were discussed above. The com-
positions of other possible (approximate)
baFerO, or galenobismutite homologues may be
predicted from matches of the multiples of the
i dimensions of the two cannizzarite subcells
which mav comprise such segments [that is,
common mul t ip leS of  ae:4 '13 and as :7.O3

A (an/au - L.7)1. Weibullite itself results front
itte'afpioximatidn 6 tr - 3t/z B and its composi-
tion iJderived thus: 6,4 subcells + 3V2 I sub-
cells * prism = MepSv { MevSzt * MezSs =

MexS* - PbtrBLrS"s. Other matches will result
in the formation of structures that are built on
the same principle as galenobismutite and wei-
bullite, with suitably balanced layer segments
between the glide Planes.
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